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The Sidewalks
of New York
I-1AVE become for most of usthat very short space be-
tween going up and going down.
We do not travel much on the
surface these days. If our minds
were a reflection of our trip
through a modern city, we should
be at once the most profound and
the most ethereal race in the
world.
The escalator and elevator carry
us from the subway to the sur-
face, from the surface to the ele-
vated subway. The baggage hoist
lifts our trunks from level to level.
We enter a building and mount to
the fiftieth story. Indeed, we have
almost abandoned the horizontal,
and the force of gravity seems
just a bit old fashioned. The
Otis Elevator Company has placed
at our disposal an entirely new
direction.
THE Om ELEVATOR must accept a great deal of the responsibility for the crowd-
ing of New York's sidewalks in the congested district. This seems fanciful but
nevertheless it is true. Newspapers and magazines continually deplore the in-
creasingly over-crowded condition of these sidewalks, due to the ever-increasing
height of buildings. If it were not for the developments in the elevator industry
made by the Otis Elevator Company as a pioneer, it would not have been pos-
sible to erect buildings of the stupendous heights which are now in vogue. It is
the high speed Gearless Elevator, now culminating in the 800 ft. speed auto-
matic signal control elevator, which has made the fiftieth floor almost as avail-
able in point of time as the twentieth floor, and that has, therefore, made it
feasible to pile office on office high into the air.
OTIS ELEVATOR COMPANY
Offices in all Principal Cities of the World
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And a New Light Shown “On the
Banks of the Wabash"
'LIVERY loyal Indianian knows, or is supposed to
-1L1 know, something about the beauty of the moon-
light on a summer evening in the valley of the Wa-
bash. He sings:
Oh the moon shines bright tonight along the Wabash,
From the fields there comes a breath of new-mown hay;
'Mid the sycamores the candle lights are gleaming
On the banks of the Wabash, far away.
Relatively few, even of the Hoosiers themselves,
however, knew until recently that another glory of il-
lumination besides moonlight and candle light at-
taches to the shores of Indiana's much-sung stream;
but such is the case.
It was in the city of Wabash, on the night of March
31, 1880, that the first arc lamp installed for a munici-
pality was given its official test, although prior to
that time a number of installations had been made in
factories and stores.
Although the practicability of the arc lamp had
long been a subject of controversy "From the flagstaff of the courthouse
among scientists, the discussion had r- four lamps were suspended, a plain glass
practically died down before the test at globe surrounding the carbon points to
‘v abash was made, those which had protect them from snow and ice, and
been installed in the factories and stores the whole was covered with a shield of
mentioned having answered the ques- galvanized iron. Large copper wires
tions by their satisfactory operation. supplied the lamps with current, which
One of the four lamps used in this was made by a 'Brush Dynamo Electric
first demonstration has been found and - Machine, that generated the current of
is now in the possession of R. W. Klare, electricity with the brilliancy of light-
manager of the Northern Indiana Power ning:
Company. The project to place it in a "A comment appearing in the press at
suitable setting on the lawn of the court- the time says: 'The leaping of the cur-
house at Wabash as a monument to this rent from one carbon pencil to the other
epochal event is under way. A design a' produces the light, and the space thus
for the monument has been drawn by formed is known as the voltaic arc. This
J. W. Gosling, of the G. E. Illuminating dymano machine occupies a space of
Engineering Laboratory, and submitted four feet in length and two in width and
by W. S. Culver, Engineer, East Cen- will last for years. It is practically in-
tral District, to the Wabash County destructible, all its wheels revolving in
Historical Society, and to the Gridiron air. It requires no chemicals and gen-
Club of Wabash, which sponsored the erates the most powerful electricity.'
idea. I"Onthe night of the test thousands of
Francis C. Miller, writing for Flash,  people had gathered at Wabash, some to
a publication issued by the Central Indi- One of the Original Four obtain scientific data, others merely
ana Power Company, says: curious to see 'light made day,' and
.C. W. Siemens, a famous German scientist, main- still others skeptical as to the success of the venture.
tamed that it would revolutionize the plant kingdom, "A spectator who recorded his impressions of the
and that corn around Wabash 'would grow twice its test says:
size' when the huge lamp was put into operation. He "'Ringing of the courthouse bell announced the ex-wrote a great deal on the effect of artificial light on hibition. The city presented a gloomy, uninvitingthe stimulation of plant life. appearance. Suddenly from the towering dome of the"Farmers within a radius of five miles of the first courthouse burst forth a flood of light which, underelectric municipal light were led to believe that they ordinary circumstances, would have caused a shoutwould have corn large enough to harvest with saws, of rejoicing from thousands who had been crowdingFabulous stories grew overnight when it was an- and jostling each other in the deep darkness of theflounced that the Wabash Common Council had de- evening. No shout, however, or token of joy disturbedcided to install on top of the Wabash County court- the deep silence which suddenly enveloped the on-house a 12,000-candle-power carbon light with which lookers.to illuminate the city streets and surrounding tern -
By courtesy of G. E. Monogram
tory. It was thus the first city in the world to adopt
the electric light for municipal lightning purposes.
The extravagant claims as to the power of artificial
stimulation, etc., brought the Indiana city into world-
wide prominence. Newspaper men from all over the
United States and scientists from everywhere flocked
to Wabash to view the test which was to be conducted
by the Brush Light Company of Cleveland at 8 p. m.,
March 31, 1880.
Charles F. Brush, of Cleveland, Ohio, the father of
the arc lamp, doubtless viewed with favor the tall,
250-ft. tower which the Wabash courthouse possessed.
He "sent a representative to Wabash, who after much
debate, succeeded in getting the Common Council to
adopt his apparatus. The Brush people offered a pub-
lic test to prove the superiority of the Brush system
of electric lighting over the gas system then in general
use.,,
Mr. Miller goes on to say:
" 'People stood overwhelmed with awe, as if in the
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presence of the supernatural. The strange, weird light,
exceeded in power only by the sun, rendered the
square as light as midday. Men fell on their knees,
groans were uttered at the sight and many were
dumb with amazement. ‘t, e contemplated the new
wonder in science as lightning brought down from the
heavens.
" 'At a distance of one square we could very dis-
tinctly read nonpareil print. At a distance of two
squares we could read brevier print; at four squares
ordinary display advertising was readable without
any strain on the eyes.'
fhis description by one of the amazed onlookers
will tend to give an impression of the awe which
overspread the people who, for the first time, saw this
electric light.
"According to the report, given at the time by the
Common Council, the machine, exclusive of the en-
gine, cast $1,800. The two lamps cost $120. If ad-
ditional lamps were required, the total cost would be
$2,500.
"The cost of operation per night of about ten hours
was 15 cents, it was estimated at the time. The cost
of entire maintenance was $900 a year.
"It took the common Council a long time to get
over the skeptical attitude with which most people
greeted the new invention. The outfit for which they
had paid $1,800 was sold a few years ago to a junk
dealer for $13, thus removing one historical piece of
apparatus in the scientific world.
"Following is a copy of the contract between the
Wabash Council and the Brush organization at Cleve-
land:
" 'The Common Council of the City of Wabash
agree to purchase one Brush Electric Machine ar-
ranged on four lights on one circuit, four Brush elec-
tric lamps, four hangers, 100 feet of No. 8 copper
wire. This order is given with the understanding
that when properly operated according to instructions,
it will give four good, powerful lights, and will work
in a practical manner. It is guaranteed by said com-
pany that these four lights will light an area one mile
in diameter sufficiently to enable people to get around,
at the farthest point, and that nearer the courthouse
it will increase in brilliancy as the distance is de-
creased. At the farthest point above indicated it is
by said company guaranteed that the light will be as
great as that of a gas burner of usual street size at
100 ft. distance, and will be equal to the light of a
street lamp 100 ft. away at any given point, within
said distance of 2,640 ft. from the light.'
"The test satisfied the citizens and the city con-
tinued to use the Brush central system for ten years,
when it gave way to smaller diversified lights. The 
icorn n the vicinity did not seem to be stimulated
much by the artificial light, however, and no saws
were needed to harvest the ears, as was predicted by
some of the scientists.
"A controversy was raging between papers on the
efficiency of the light. New York and Chicago papers
took up the matter and threshed it for months, while
many other cities followed the example of Wabash
and installed the electric system.
"The first test was advertised throughout the
United States, much the same as a convention or
tremendous circus. One Major General Isaac Treese,
of Lagro Township, was utterly opposed to the elec-
tric light, or any other light which compelled a man
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to climb up a building 170 feet to pour oil on the
lamp.'
"One paper described the test: 'Night was immedi-
ately dissipated and turned into day.'
"The engine which was used to turn the old electro
machine is still in use in Wabash in a grist mill, ad-
ding to the romantic history of the first electrical
municipal light in the history of the world."
Further information is given in the following ex-
cerpt from a letter from L. Friedman, Street Light-
ing Specialist of the Central District:
"The Brush arc machine that operated these lamps
was driven by a Fitch steam engine.
"Telegraph wires were run from the basement of
the courthouse where the engine and generator were
located, up the outside of the building, and the at-
tendants had trouble in keeping people away from the
wires, as they wanted to touch them with keys to see
if they would get a shock.
"At the regular meeting of the City Council of
Wabash, held February 6, 1880, they ordered that the
sum of $1,800 be appropriated for the installation of
these arc lamps on the top of the courthouse; and if
they did not operate satisfactorily, this sum was to
be returned by The Telegraph Supply Company,
which made the installation. This company under-
took the manufacture of dynamos and lamps after
Mr. Brush's first dynamo was made. In 1880 its
name was changed to The Brush Electric Company."
The New Westinghouse Automatic
Arc Welder
The new Westinghouse Auto-Arc is a machine for
automatically feeding a continuous welding wire, used
in metallic electrode welding, to the work at any speed
up to three feet per minute, which is necessary to
maintain a constant arc length and a constant arc
voltage. This machine strikes the arc automatically
and if necessary will exert a pull of approximately
two hundred pounds in order to prevent a fusion of
the electrode wire to the work.
This device relieves the operator of the tiresome
and exacting hand labor of maintaining the arc and
feeding the welding wire, and, due to the electrical
conditions of the arc remaining practically constant,
it is possible to secure a better weld and to deposit
metal very much faster than can be done by hand
welding.
The arc length maintained can be adjusted so that
the arc can be maintained at an average value of from
15 to 20 volts and will remain almost constant at any
given voltage. The 1/4-hp. feed motor and the elec-
tro-magnets do not obtain power from the arc circuit,
and are therefore selected large enough to feed any
size wire up to 3/8".
This automatic arc welding equipment can be used
to best advantage on work requiring the welding of
long continuous seams, in production manufacturing
operations and also for some repair applications such
as building up worn cross-heads, and cross-head,
guides and valve guides for locomotives. It is also
applied in building up worn flanges for yard locomo-
tives and street railway car wheels.
In such industries as the automobile, shipbuilding,
steel bridge building, car building, naval yards, tank
(Continued on page 18)
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Engineering in Central America
C. H. Hunnell, c,' 28
THE work of the engineer and his importance tothe development of the Latin American tropics
cannot be overestithated. The truth is that the im-
portance is often underestimated due to the public's
lack of information regarding this phase of work.
I write in particular of that portion of Central
America between Meico and Panama consisting of
the independent republics of Guatemala, Spanish
Honduras, Nicaragua, and Costa Rica. With the ex-
ception of the latter, these republics regard commerce
and industry merely as a means toward an end, that
end being a state of revolution, chronic or otherwise.
Costa Rica differs in that she is fast becoming one of
the most progressive little republics below the Rio
Grande.
Probably the most signal achievement was the
building of the Northern Railway from Puerto Limon
on the Atlantic coast through low tropical swamps
and jungles to the mountains then up into the moun-
tains to the capital of Costa Rica which is San Jose.
The problems were accentuated by the fever ever
present in the tropical jungles. This fever took a
grim toll for every mile of steel laid and the engineer
was not in the minority when "the pencil drew the
line through the name on the roll." The building
of the road was finally accomplished under the able
supervision of Minor C. Keith, an American who had
dreamed of a direct railroad line connecting the
United States with her Southern neighbors, and
whose dream is fast becoming a realization. It was
largely Keith's personal leadership that made
this railroad a possibility. He was handicapped by
the inability of the native labor to withstand the
ravages of the jungle heat and fever so he imported
ship loads of West Indian negroes, who afterward re-
mained in Costa Rica and now constitute a large part
of the labor element employed by the United Fruit
Company.
After the building of the railroad and subsequent
lease to the United Fruit Company, the land was
gradually opened for cultivation. This meant the
drainage, clearing, and planting of vast areas of jun-
gle; the same kind of land through which Keith had
laid his steel. The engineers again played the lead
and with the usual result, success. At this point it
may be interesting to note the manner in which trop-
ical jungle is made ready for cultivation.
As one may surmise, the maps available were very
vague and usually very incorrect so the filest lob was
to produce a map that would Rive thQ information
needed to proceed with the project. This was done
by one or more parties consisting of one en0,1neer
acting as chief of party, one native foreman, and from
axemen. Due to the impossibility of getting shots of
any great distance, a triangulation system was not
iised. The preliminary traverse was usually supple-
mented by parties taking levels and such topography
as would be used.
After surveying the most feasible draining system
six to tell peons acting as el- ainmen, rodmen, and
and laying it out, the sections lines were run out. This
was all done before any clearing was started. After
the drains were completed and the land sectionized,
clearing was started by first clearing underbrush and
then the larger vegetation such as trees, etc. The
large trees were cut up and hauled to the nearest
tram for transportation. During the survey such
data was obtained as would permit the choice of one
or more routes for the farm tram line, a 24" gauge
industrial track using 12-lb. rail.
The farm was then turned over to the Agricultural
department for planting. As soon as the planting was
completed the tramway was laid under supervision of
the land engineer of the district.
This marks one stage of the development of the
lands, but it must be remembered that constant main-
tenance on new work is necessary to keep these ex-
tensive plantations productive. This involves new
drainage and new trams, relocation of old trams and
new laterals to old drains, etc. At the present writing
this is handled by a permanent engineering staff so
proportioned that each district will have at least one
engineer to take care of its needs. In addition to new
tram and drain construction the cultivated areas are
resurveyed from time to time and old farms resection-
ized eliminating "dead" sections or sections that have
been abandoned. New cultivation is often planted
in old abandoned sections thereby producing more
work for the engineer.
The type of labor available for engineering work
consists of West Indian negroes and native peons,
usually a mixture of Spanish, Indian, negro, and ori-
ental bloods. The negro is by far the best worker
and most loyal although he takes his time. The
native or peon is usually unsteady and only works
long enough to get money to get drunk. They are
not able to live in the jungles because of fever and
even in high lands they are practically worthless.
The Company depends almost entirely on the Ja-
maican negro.
Later I will try to bring out some of the details in
this work together with the peculiar methods used in
engineering works in parts of the country where mod-
ern engineering machinery is not available.
TYPICAL BRUSH LAND
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George F. Pfeif, '05
Head of Industrial Relations, General Electric Company
THERE are few G. E. men, indeed, who are betterknown to the younger members of G. E. organ-
ization that George H. Pfeif. There's a good reason
for it—he hired literally thousands of them.
Mr. Pfeif handed the stork a ticket for Terre
Haute, Indiana, and on arrival began his career in
that thriving city on the banks of the much-sung
Wabash. Completing t h e
work of the grade and high
schools there, he took the
course in electrical engineer-
ing in Rose Polytechnic In-
stitute from which he gradu-
ated in 1905. He was great-
ly interested in athletics while
in college. One of his ambi-
tions was to make the basket-
ball team, but the coach dis-
couraged him on the ground
that he was not tall enough.
Nevertheless, he persisted in
his efforts for three years—
which was characteristic of
him. It is equally character-
istic that he doesn't hesitate
to admit that the verdict of
the coach stood.
After graduation he en-
tered the Testing Department
at the Schenectady Works in
the Company with six other
members of his class. On completing the course, he
was sent to the plant of R. Thomas Sr Sons Com-
pany of Lisbon, Ohio, to test high tension insulat-
ors. Returning to Schenectady, he took Special Test
at that time conducted in Building 11. He was
eventually made assistant head of this Test and later
was placed in charge of it.
G. F.
NEW YORK TECH CLUB MEETS
The Rose Tech Club of New York City reports that
their last meeting held on the evening of October 13,
was a success in that they were honored by the pres-
ence of Dr. Wagner. Graduates ranging from the sec-
ond class of the Institute to the last class were pres-
ent.
Dr. Wagner told the graduates in the East how
well the school was progressing and how, with the
new improvements on the athletic field, that the school
would be prepared to receive on Homecoming Day.
A characteristic of the meetings of the New York
Tech Club is that upon each such occasion a different
set of men attend and it is usually necessary to intro-
duce about half of the company to the more regular
attendants. Those present at the dinner included C.
M. Sames, '86; W. H. Boehm and W. S. Menden, '91;
W. Arnold Layman, '92; J. B. Haney, '97; J. E. Hub-
bell, '98; C. B. Keyes, '99; C. A. Kelsall, '06; W.
P. Andrick, '07; F. J. Baxter, '15; C. L. Davison, '16;
E. A. Ewers, '25.
PFEIF
In 1908 he was transferred to the office of the
Testing Department where he assisted E. F. Collins,
then in charge. His next assignment was work for
E. B. Raymond at that time General Superintendent
of the Schenectady Works. After a year in that
position he joined the Western Electric Section.
Following this he took up the study of assigned
problems and the preparation of data for E. W. Rice,
Jr., and later for F. C. Pratt.
In 1913, when the Student
Committee, consisting of C.
P. Steinmetz, A. L. Rohrer,
and E. E. Boyer, of Lynn,
was organized and given
charge of the employment
and training of Test Men,
Mr. Pfeif was made its secre-
tary. The following year he
took over the correspondence
connected with the work and
the visiting of colleges to ob-
tain recruits for the Test-
ing Department. His ac-
quaintance with the engineer-
ing colleges and with engi-
neering faculties and gradu-
ates is almost unique in ex-
tent.
Four years ago he was
made Director of Industrial
Relations of the Schenectady
Works. As such, he has su-
pervision of the hiring of both office and factory em-
ployees at Schenectady, (including, of course, Test
men), accident compensation, safety work, recrea-
tional activities and other work of similar nature. He
is also chairman of the Education Committee of the
Company, which was instituted two years ago.
Mr. Pfeif fishes, bowls, and confesses he "tries to
golf." He has an additional hobby, however. Per-
haps it is because he was educated at Rose Poly
that he is interested in rose culture. He is, in fact,
something of a "bug" on roses—a bug to which the
roses take very kindly. They, like human beings,
like him; and they reward his care by producing some
prize-winning blossoms.
VISITORS
George G. Anderson of the class of 1916 visited the
school with Hubert Schwartz, ex-'26. Mr. Anderson
is with the American Blower Company of Detroit,
Michigan.
Peter J. Burt, of the class of 1926 visited the school
Monday. November 1. He is with the Louisville Gas
and Electric Company at Louisville. Mr. Burt is at
work on the new dam which is being built across the
Ohio River at Louisville.
Frederick H. Cash Jr., class of 1907 and Robert 0.
Cash, class of 1923 returned to the institute on Thurs-
day, October 14. After greeting all the old professors,
they viewed the football team in its evening practice.
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Rose Radio Broadcasts
100-Watt Transmitter is put into Service
FROM the days of which the first history was writ-ten, down to the present, it has been said that
dreamers are not doers. But the sages failed to
reckon with the ingenuity of the present century.
Right here in Terre Haute—or to be more exact,
about four miles from the center of the city, for this
distance plays an important part as this story unfolds
itself—there has been for a long time a little group
of dreamers looking into the future and seeing visions
of a great broadcasting station that would serve to
put Paul Dresser, the Cross Roads of the World,
the Banks of the Wabash, Rose Polytechnic Institute,
and all similar things, on the map in an unmistakable
way.
This group has seen several changes in its person-
nel. Some of the original dreamers have gone to
their reward. Others have taken up their residence
in other parts of the world, but the dream was still
there; the vision persisted throughout the five or six
years of radio's infancy, and today, thanks to the
youh that always finds a way, the dream is fulfilled.
It is no longer a dream, but a reality.
After several false starts and then a long period in
which nothing was heard from out at the engineering
school, Terre Hauteans woke up last Monday morn-
ing to find in their morning papers, the announce-
ment that everything was in readiness for the start of
actual transmission through a 100-watt station erected
near the buildings of Rose Polytechnic and directed
by the students and faculty members of the Institute.
They were startled again, when on November 10,
Wednesday night—four full days ahead of time—
they heard coming through the air, the announcement
that the station was broadcasting its first test pro-
gram.
Fans Report No Crowding
I say startled correctly here, for there had existed
in the past much feeling against the operation of such
a station. Fans have pointed to the unfortunate situa-
tion that for a time confronted Indianapolis listeners,
and the conditions in Chicago. where powerful local
stations have been accused of making listening in
rather a limited affair. However, all was rosy Wed-
nesday night, for the listeners who had been so
shocked at the announcement that broadcasting was
to be started at their very doors, found as they
twirled their dials in search of distant and elusive sta-
tions that the new one bothered them not a bit.
The very listeners who were afraid they would be
unable to hear any other stations promptly, forgot the
600 others in the air and confined their attentions to
"seeing how the boys were getting along" out at
Poly. Many were frankly skeptical, others were
hopeful; but all turned their fearc into praise and
from the way the operators at the Citizens Independ-
ent Telephone Company talked, there must not have
been very much listening to oth-r stations.
Calls Keep Three Busy
Announcing that a temporary telephone was handy
and that they would like to receive calls from fans as
to how the station was being received, how much it
was "blanketing" other stations, etc., the embryo en-
gineers did not realize what they were letting them-
selves in for. In a few seconds the telephone started
ringing. From then on until nearly 11 o'clock it rang,
and it was still ringing when the little group left
their posts and faced a sleepless night of studying the
lessons pushed aside for the time. "We got so many
calls that we would have been there all night if we
answered them all," one of the young men said, "but
we had to stop somewhere, and we figured that there
would be plenty of chance for more calls some other
night, so we came home." Three persons were re-
quired to answer the calls and take messages to the
radio "shack."
In all, more than 100 calls were received at the
station, and the telephone operators reported that they
turned down hundreds more, because the line was
busy. Practically all of these calls were of a con-
gratulatory nature, and only in a few cases did fans
report serious interference. A little work on the ap-
paratus and these fans called again and said that the
wave had been made so sharp that as one expressed it,
"I almost missed the station altogether. It took
pretty close work on the vernier dials to get right on
the wave." This sharpness on local sets is also due
to the fact that the transmitter is located about four
miles from the center of town.
So Terre Haute has had its first taste of local broad-
casting, and, having tasted it, is ready for more.
Great things are in store, the operators promise, and
the intention is announced of doing everything pos-
sible to boost Terre Haute and its great engineering
school to the invisible audience.
'Enthusiasm Led to Victory
Enthusiasm alone carried the young experimenters
through their first steps. Now enthusiasm has grown
ever greater because of the fact that an unannounced
program has elicited paid long distance calls from
many points within a radius of 25 miles of Terre
Haute. Letters from even greater distances are com-
ing in, and it is expected that the future will bring
many more. For the benefit of those who do not
know just what trials and tribulations the would-be
broadcasters had to meet, a short history of their
start is of interest.
Plans for the broadcasting station first were con-
cocted many months ago when a kind-hearted citizen
donated some apparatus to the Rose Radio Club. This
apparatus alone, however, was not enough to put the
set in operation. Then, too, there was the matter of
a license to contend with, and although application
was made a long time ago, it met with persistent re-
fusal from the powers that be. This matter was ef-
fectually solved, it is thought, when the attorney gen-
eral of the United States decided that the powers that
be had exceeded heir authority in denying many ap-
plications a place on the air. This matter remains to
be threshed out in Congress.
Expense a Stumbling Block
Then there was the little item of expense to copepermission of the Terre Haute Star)
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with. This nearly proved the stumbling block of the
crew until they started building the rest of the equip-
ment that was needed. Since every little bit helped,
all of the young men expended their best fforts and in
time the station was pronounced ready to go. The
aerial equipment was started several months ago,
when one pole—an old windmill tower—was erected
on the side of the lake near the radio "shack." The
other lay for some time neglected on the opposite
shore. Tuesday the combined force of the Radio Club
went over to raise it. Imagine their dismay when,
after getting the pole in position and attempting to
raise the aerial, the tower snapped in the middle.
However, a bunch of enthusiasts like this could not
see the hopes of many months so abruptly ended. A
convenient tree was selected, and a two wire flat top
antenna attached to it, the other end being raised on
the one tower which stood the strain. So broadcast-
ing was started, and the dreams came true—in hut a
few days, the listeners thought, but after ages as the
members of the Radio Club counted time.
May Shift Wave a Little
Calibration of the station was made on the occasion
of the first broadcast by the use of a wavemeter,
which is the property of the engineering school. The
set is tuned to a 245-meter wavelength by this meter.
The points of greatest interest which the appear-
ance of this new station brings, are threefold:
1. The station is not going to blanket other sta-
tions.
2. It is going to be a great advertisement for Terre
Haute.
3. Ultimately the station will provide programs
that will enable shut-ins to hear radio numbers with
even the smallest of sets.
Since there has to be a first to everything and since
the first persons to perform these first things are
looked to as somewhat of local heroes, Terre
Hauteans may put these names in their scrapbook:
The first announcer was Thomas B. Crutcher, Jr.,
of Louisville, Ky.
The first "chief operator" was Ted Cliff of Terre
Haute. His first assistant was Roger Mace of Terre
Haute.
The first flunkies (they answered the telephone and
did the strong arm stunts) were Harold Schatz, Guy
Mahan, and Wayne Dicks, all of Terre Haute.
Further Activities of the Station
On Saturday afternoon, November 13, the Rose
Homecoming football game was broadcast play by
play, and at night music from the Homecoming dance
was put into the ether. From reports received, both
program were very much enjoyed. A license with
the call WRPI, "Wonderful Rose Polytechnic Insti-
tute," has been applied for, and a regular program
will probably be started by December 15. It is plan-
ned to broadcast basketball games and other events
at Rose as well as important events in Terre Haute.
ROSIE THE SIXTH GRACES TH'E THRONE
Sophomores Present Fine Rosie to School
THANKS to the efforts of the class of '29, Rose
has a new "Rosie" that bespeaks credit for the
efforts of our erstwhile sophomores. Something
heretofore unknown to the "White Monster," so dear-
ly revered by the Engineering lads, is its means of
transportation. In the past years those few classmen
who are vested with the responsibility of taking Rosie
to town and to various games have been facing a big
problem, especially when the ground was heavy and
the weather in various stages of inclemency. But—
(once more, thanks to the sophs) this "guardian angel
of Rose" has a chassis of an old Reo that aids not a
little in leading the moster almost any place desired.
She has been to a couple of games, although her
first two ventures in the "open spaces" have been poor
opportunities to acquaint her with the boys. Her
maiden excursion was on Dr. Mees' Day, just the day
after the sophs had announced her as "fit for ser-
vice." The afternoon was one of rain at intervals,
with the rain having the advantage in time, and
Rosie nearly had her paper sides saturated (with
water). The upper classmen, i. e., the seniors and
juniors, took great pride in the handiwork of the
sophs who were charged with her loss last year and
many were heard to make threats toward the freshies
if by any chance Rosie was lost again to our Syca-
more rivals. After enjoying a pleasant and wet after-
noon Rosie was escorted again to her "stall" in the
boiler room.
"Bernie" Silberman looked good perched upon the
driver's seat beneath Rosie's mass, but it was said by
several of the struggling "Frosh" that he took too
much liberty in applying the brakes and expressed
hopes that the sophs would delegate another of their
number to be the "official" guardian of Rosie's des-
tiny and destinations.
The only bad feature of the day was that Rose was.
defeated by the visitors and, of course, Rosie would
have preferred to witness her admirers winning the
ball game.
Her next venture outside was the following Satur-
day when Rose had the big Homecoming affair. Of
course, Rosie was out in all splendor to "strut her
stuff" for the benefit of several of the old grads. And
was she not the sixth of the line of a great family of
elephants? Who wouldn't strut?
Afternoon Spoiled
But once more was Rosie's afternoon spoiled. After
everything seemed to point toward a winning day for
Rose and Rosie, pandemonium broke loose and the
Hanover lads gained the upper hand in the battle and
Rosie was forced to console her injured feelings with
the thought that such would not always be the case.
There seem to be numerous folk covetous of Rosie
and her safe-keeping is a sacred art among the Engi-
neers. Rosie's sisters and brothers don't mind any of
the opposition coming out after her, but they do mind
and will mind if Rosie is ever missing. Every week-
end there has been a "guard of honor" to watch over
our elephant's welfare and there have been numerous
reports, some even verified, that the "enemy" has
been in our midst several times but lacked nerve
to "open battle." Let the writer make a suggestion—
don't forget that army rifles are imposing.
Rosie's predecessors have been treated roughly, that
is, when they fell into the hands of less loving care-
takers, and there is always the problem of building
another when a "Rosie" has been captured. A cap-
ture does not speak well for the vigilance of the En-
gineers, inasmuch that our prize is sacred and above
fondling by other students or miscreants.. The thing
is—we must retain Rosie this time; she is the most
elaborate of any. Next, we must revere that for
which she stands—Rose's spirit, so let's go!!
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Installing a Small Pipe Line
Isaac McKillop,' 29
BEFORE any estimate can be made of the time, of pipe. Then when the pipe line is installed it willmaterial or expenditures which shall be needed be out of alignment. Sometimes it is only an inch,
in the construction of a pipe line, a drawing must be but an inch makes as much difference as a foot, for
made. This drawing must give the exact size of the the pipe can not be bent to fit because the flanges of
pipe to be used, the exact position where it shall be the last joint would be at an angle to each other in-
placed, and show all of the difficulties which shall stead of flush. Consequently, much time is lost while
have to be overcome before the pipe line is finished, each piece of pipe is checked until the one is found
To make this drawing, a surveyor goes to the which has the wrong dimensions. The change in
building, where the pipe line is to be installed, and dimensions is noted and a new piece ordered. Mean-
makes a drawing of the plant as he sees it. He shows while work can not proceed on the pipe line until the
on his drawing the shortest and most economical path new piece of pipe arrives.
which can be used and also the paths which can be Also when a pipe line has not the right of way, the
used in case a detour is necessary in the pipe line, pipe-fitters may run into an air line, an electric con-
His drawing is then compared with the original duit or even into a post, any of which the surveyor
drawing of the building, and if it is found necessary may have over-looked, and which may have been in-
to change the path of the pipe line, on account of fire- stalled after the guide drawing was made of the plant.
walls, steel-linings or some unusual make-up of the This has happened many times, and therefore would
building, one of the detours he marked is used. A not show on the guide drawing when the pipe line
draftsmen then make a final drawing of the pipe drawing was compared with it. In this case the
line showing each length of pipe, each bend, and the drawing of the pipe line has to be altered and new
size of every piece needed, also the distance of the pipe ordered to correspond with the change. Installa-
pipe line from stationary objects in the building. tion is held up until the new pipe arrives from the
This takes much responsibility from the pipe-fitter mill.
as he has only to follow the drawing and will not go It can readily be seen that this method can be used,
wrong. profitably, only on very simple lines, or when the
When the drawing has been finished, each bend in company's men are nearly error-proof. The bids are
the pipe line is checked. The angle of curvature, size estimated on the first drawing, and any change which
of pipe, style of flange and exact length is estimated will cause waste of pipe, loss of time and the increase
and an individual drawing is made of each bend, or in expenditure, which follows such a change, will
section of the pipe line containing a bend. These lower the amount of profit cleared.
drawings are sent with the order to the sales company In the second method of installation standard ells,
when the pipe is ordered. These drawings are used as small pieces of pipe turned at an angle of forty-five
a guide in the steel mill when the bends are molded. or ninety degrees are used as much as possible, only
In ordering the straight lengths of pipe the length the more intricate bends being molded. The straight
and diameter of the pipe is stated. A common flange pipe comes in lengths of twenty or twenty-five feet
is generally used. which the fitter cuts and threads to fit the line. This
When the pipe mill has the pipe finished, they send method, while it takes more time, is more practical
it to the building wherein it is to be placed, first and is used by nearly all piping engineers, for in case
notifying the installing engineers of the shipment. of a mistake in the drawing or an obstacle in the
There are two methods of installation commonly path, the pipe-fitter merely changes the pipe line
used. In the first and simplest of the two methods, accordingly, without loss of time and expenditure of
every length of pipe, both bends and straight pieces money for new pipe. This method is the one we shall
are cut to the right size, threaded and flanged before use.
they leave the pipe mill. Each piece is numbered and When the installation company receives word from
a corresponding number is put on the drawing at the the mill that the pipe is ready to send, they immediate-
point where the length should fit in. By this method ly send a man to the building to receive the pipe and
the pipe-fitter has only to look at his print, see the to hire the helpers who shall be needed on the job.
number of the next length of pipe and find the pipe They also send all of the pipe machines and tools
with that number on it. He then bolts it up and pro- which shall be needed on the job. After everything
ceeds in the same manner with the next piece of pipe. is at the building, the pipe-fitters are sent down.
This method is all right when laying a pipe with very The pipe-fitters are men who have had years of ex-
few bends and in a building where the pipe line will perience in the pipe fitting trade. They have spent
have undisputed right of way. three or four years as helpers before being recognized
An explanation of this last statement will help as regular pipe-fitters and refore receiving the high
make it clear, wages of a pipe-fitter. They must be able to think
In a pipe line which has six or seven bends, the sur- for themselves in overcoming any difficulties and be
veyor may have made a mistake in measuring the able to work without supervision.
angles, or the length of one of the pieces containing The helpers are usually young men who wish to
an angle; or the draftsman may have made a mistake learn the trade, or common laborers who are glad to
so unimportant, on paper, that it passed the check get a job as helper, at the same wage they would re-
inspection. In either case a mistake has been made ceive for doing much harder work. Some of the
and the pipe-mill unwittingly makes the wrong size young men are kept in the employ of the company,
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while all the other helpers are released after the job,
on which they are working, is completed. There are
usually two helpers for each pipe-fitter.
When the fitters arrive at the building, they set up
the pipe machines, check the tools, and with the draw-
ing as a guide they check up on the amount of pipe.
To begin installation the pipe-fitter threads one end
of a length of pipe, and screws on the flange until
the outside face of the flange is even with the end of
the pipe. The flange is then firmly set in place by
hammering on the inside of the pipe, opposite the
threads; this meshes the threads of the pipe and flange
and prevents the flange from turning.
The hammer used has a round edge and is called
a peen hammer. The process of hammering the
ithreads s called peening. A flange is fastened in the
same manner to the opposite end of the pipe. The
length of the pipe is then measured from the face of
one flange to the face of the other. He then bolts this
length of type onto the turbine generator or boiler
from which the pipe line is to start.
Each flange has a certain number of holes for bolts.
In small pipe this number is usually four, and it in-
creases as the diameter of the pipe increases. When
the pipe-fitter first bolts the pipe, he uses only two
bolts and fastens them loosely. He uses two bolts so
the pipe will not turn.
By the drawing he knows the length of straight
pipe from the start to the first bend. He then threads
and flanges as many lengths of straight pipe as will
reach this far, usually having to measure and cut the
last piece in this straight section. He bolts these
pieces in place as he peens them until he reaches the
bend.
If the drawing specifies a special casting has been
made of the bend, he goes to where the pipe supply is
stored and selects the bend which he thinks is meant.
He checks it up for length and angle of curvature
with the drawing and if it is all right, he bolts it and
continues with straight pipe until he reaches the next
bend.
If the drawing does not specify a special casting
for this bend, he uses a standard fittinfi, either a
45° or 90° bend. He then continues, in the same
manner, with the pipe line until he has it all in place.
The pipe line is now in place but it is loosely con-
nected on account of the fitter using only two bolts
to each joint. Into each of these joints a paper gasket
is dropped and the remaining bolts are put in and
drawn tight. To do this two helpers start at one end
of the line and tighten each joint in order. This keeps
the line straight. Hangers or braces are next put up
and the pipe-line is ready for inspection.
Representatives of the company for whom the pipe
line was installed inspect the pipe and compare it with
the drawing. If it is all right, in dimensions and dis-
tance from walls and floors, they mark it 0. K.
If the line is a steam line, a high pressure of steam
is turned into the pipe and another inspection is made
to see if any of the connections are leaking; if so, they
are immediately tightened until there are no leaks
in the entire pipe line.
Th pipe line is now painted to prevent oxidation,
and if it is a steam line, it is covered with an asbestos
covering.
The pipe line is now completely installed and ready
for use. The pipe-fitters pack up all machines and
tools and send them, along with all extra pipe back
to the piping engineers, where the machines are in-
spected and repaired if necessary before they are sent
to the next job. The pipe-fitters then wait for orders
to proceed to the next job.
Grid Eleven Has Poor rear
AFTER the football season was completed and allaccounts were balanced a review shows that the
Engineers had a very poor season at the best and that
plenty of work will be necessary in the next few years
to wipe out the stain of the past two seasons. The
Clarkmen started out this fall just as they did in the
previous campaign and annexed their opening game,
but the remaining encounters of the schedule were
dropped in order.
The first five games were played on foreign fields
and in these opening encounters the boys did some
nice work against teams representing schools much
larger than Rose and with football squads larger than
Rose's school body in a few instances. Vincennes
proved to be easy and the Engineers emerged vic-
torious to the score of 10-0. However, this was the
first and the last victory, so there needs be said but
little concerning the remainder of the games until the
team returned to play before their local admirers.
Georgetown beat the boys 31-3, University of Louis -
ville ran wild while running up 49 and holding our
men completely. The Rose crew was expected to
down Evansville, but it was not written in the annals
of fate and once more Rose was downed, this time by
a margin of one point, 7-6. Central Normal .of Dan-
ville next trampled our men 17-0.
Renewed Hopes on Dr. Mees' Day
Hopes for winning the remaining tilts were high,
but the hopes were dashed in the first of the trio, Dr.
Mees' day, when Illinois State Normal journeyed here.
They only added another to the string of defeats by
an afternoon's work resulting in a victory of 14-0.
Homecoming Day was billed with Earlham and this
was one game that was a true "heart-breaker" for the
game was all but stowed away to end a successful
day of Homecoming. But all of a sudden every-
thing fell and the visitors went over for the necessary
points to win out by a scant margin. The following
week the gang went to Hanover where a victory was
expected by some hard work, but once more the boys
were sent home beaten, this time 25-0.
Injuries caused the team some trouble, but not an
overly large handicap. The greatest fault was that
the eleven was formed of younger classmen, with
freshies and sophs being in the lead by far. The sen-
iors who were to have been the mainstays this year
were injured most of the time and could do little to
aid the men representing Rose. But one thing is evi-
dent—just watch Rose go next year ! !
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THINCLADS GETTING EARLY START
Track Prospects Are Showing Well
Although track season is in the future by several
months there are several men who are looking for-
ward to the campaign with a true yearning. More-
over, they are beginni.ng to get into shape for the sea-
son in order that they might be able to do a lot more
for their team with a little added condition and form.
Every evening of late there have been some eight
or nine men in track "thinlies" strutting their stuff
down the runway, going through every contortion of
the track events and not a few of the field perform-
ances. Some are said to be in training in various
forms of rigidness and are doing almost everything
possible to be in the best of shape when the real com-
petition starts for them.
With the closing of football there will be another
large group of men to be going through their paces,
for not all of the gridders are devotees of the basket-
ball sport and will turn their efforts toward shaping
themselves for track and field days.
To Get Inside Shot-put
Coach Heze Clark announced that he had made ar-
rangements for procuring an "inside" shot, a ball that
is wrapped in leather and can be tossed around inside
of the building and on wooden floors with no danger
of tearing up the place. With this pellet he intends
to develop a couple of football freshies and huskies
into a pair of shot-putters that will make a reputa-
tion for Rose.
The freshies did little less thin hold up Rose's
track team last year, and since they will have been
benefited greatly by the experience of last season the
team this year will be expected to go in great style.
A large number of freshmen are going to cause the
"old heads" some trouble in retaining positions of
last year, all of which indicates that Rose will have
another banner year in track and field.
ROSE TURNS TO BASKETBALL
Hopes Are Bright for a Winning Team
WITH the echoes of a poor football season ring-ing in their ears, all Rose Poly athletes turn
toward basketball with renewed hopes toward regain-
ing a standing for their school. With a fine squad,
including many experienced regulars and subs of last
year, plus several freshies prospects, Coach Heze
Clark has plenty of reasons for considering himself
fortunate, inasmuch as he, too, wants to erase all
memories of the football year.
While the attentions of the school were being de-
voted to football, several lads who favored the court
game began to spend their evenings in the gym under
the supervision of the basketball captain for this year,
Lee Berry, and they have made not a little progress
since their first evening. As the days passed each
evening brought forth more material until there were
11
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sometimes as many as thirty men going through their
paces at the court game. Each seemed to work at the
game with all possible might and the boys really got
a big start in conditioning themselves for the pre-
season grind of elimination.
After the Hanover football game had been a closed
issue Coach Clark took over the reins and proceeded
to formulate his plans for the year, besides looking
over his material trying to visualize all possible com-
binations. While all of the basketball hopefuls have
not yet reported for competition they will be in the
fold within a few days.
Good Team Last Year
Rose had a fine team last year and has some pros-
pects left over to brighten hopes for another sucess-
ful season. Three regular forwards will be available
for service in Captain Lee Berry, Reinking and Kasa-
meyer. All of these men saw service in almost every
game last season and they will be expected to make
a lot more baskets for Rose's benefit this year. Tag-
gart and Goddard will probably cavort at the guard
positions as both are back again and will be in the
best of shape to take on any men envious of their po-
sitions. The biggest problem will be to develop a
center to work with the men who are expected to
bear the burden this year. While no man is known
just at present, there are several who can be looked
forward to making some big bids for the berth of
pivot man.
Another ray of hope lies in the fact that there will
be a host of last year's first-string subs to aid again
in this campaign. Kehoe and Sawyer played some
nice basketball last season and if they would only show
a little more determination they might be capable
of supplanting the letter men who are back. Franzwa
of the squad of two years ago and York of last season
will be other material for forwards. Both of these
men are said to be working in good shape at present
and it will take some spirited work on the part of the
letter men to show their supremacy over these two
challengers. Bob Thompson will see a lot of service
this year. in what position remains to be seen, pos-
sibly at forward or at center.
Freshies Report
The freshmen again come to the fore with a few
hopefuls from their "dumb" ensemble. Chief among
their representatives are Milo Dean. of football fame,
who might get his opportunity at forward or center;
Russell Moore, a backguard of high repute in high
(Continued on Page 14)
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Research and Progress
CHROMIUM ALLOYS AND CHEMICAL PLANT
EQUIPMENT
THE chemical plant, above all others, is one inwhich the kind of metals used in the various
equipments is of profound importance. This equip-
ment is more subject to corrosive attack, due to tne
nature ot the products in contact with them. All
metals, everywfiere„ are subjected to a certain degree
of deteriorating effects, but those employed in the
cnemical plant must generally have extremely re-
sistant properties.
iviucu money has been spent in an effort to find the
perfect metal or alloy for each branch of chemical
manufacture and equipment. Chief among those
which have been experimented with are glass, lead-
linings, stonewares, and fused quartz. 1 nese, how-
ever, have their respective recognized weaknesses;
the search is still on for materials that will result in
stronger and non-fragile constructions.
Everyone is aware that many metals and alloys
are in use today. Platinum is the most resistant and
likewise the most expensive, thus it is restricted to
laboratory work. Gold, with its excellent physical
properties, is too expensive. Silicon has been tried
but is too brittle. 1 hen there is iron, nickel, alumi-
num, copper—these likewise are far from the require-
ments of the perfected metal.
Thus, the pure metals all seem to have their disad-
vantages. To alloy them must be the only possibility
that remains. And in this field the outlook is much
more promising than first consideration may indicate.
Alloys have, in general, been classified as non-fer-
rous and ferrous, depending upon whether or not the
base was metallic iron. Some of these non-ferrous
alloys, however, appear to have properties similar to
steel, making such a classification unsatisfactory.
Now, attention has been directed to chromium and
chrome-nickel combinations, chiefly because of their
marked versatility. They have been subjected to
tests against acetic acid, numerous hydroxides, fruits,
vegetable juices and mine water. Each has been suc-
cessfully withstood. Under adverse conditions the
alloy is its not reliable against sulfuric acid, its only
known failing except, perhaps, hydrochloric acid.
Chromium assures a high tensile strength. In the
steel mill, a 20% chromium alloy is used in the
equipment that forms plates, rode, seamless tubing,
etc.
It is to this field that research work is turning. Ac-
cording to advance predictions it is believed that the
peculiar problems will be met and overcome and that
chromium alloys can be best used for chemical plant
equipment.
FIRE AND LOAD TESTING EQUIPMENT
To make fire tests of bearing walls under full load
has always been more or less of a problem for the
testing engineer. The Underwriters' Laboratories at
Chicago have designed, built and operated equipment
for this purpose with satisfying success. Briefly put,
the equipment can take a wall panel 10 ft. x 11 ft.,
subject it to standard fire exposure on side, test it
against a water cooling effect, and place it under a
vertical compressive load up to 500,000 lbs. all in one
continuous operation.
The principal work of this corporation is the de-
termination of the action of practically all building
members under fire-test conditions. Any form of
structural work—partition, .wall, floor, or column—
must be tested in full size specimens. Naturally elab-
orate fire testing apparatus has been built for the
classification and performance of the various types of
materials. This new machine supplements all others.
In general arrangement the wall to be tested is hung
from an overhead track in a rectangular steel frame.
The wall enters this frame and is placed in front of
a vertical gas furnace where the fire in a combustion
chamber plays upon one side of the wall. The frame,
in addition to supporting the wall, provides that a
vertical load is subjected to the entire length of the
panel during the test.
The frame is insulated by brick masonry. There is
ample space, between the test panels and the masonry
frame, to allow for any expansion or deflection of the
tested material. A sheet of asbestos fibre prohibits the
flame from passing through the clearance space.
Resting on a series of jacks, and in the lower part
of the supported frame, there is placed a large beam
upon which the wall, column, etc., is built. At the top
the wall presses against the upper frame. Thus when
a hydraulic pressure is applied to the jacks, the wall
can deliver one gal. per min. at a pressure of 500 lbs.
per sq. in. The capacity of 50,000 lbs is reached by
hydraulic pressure of 2,630 lbs. per sq. in.
Formerly, two individual tests were necessary, one
for fire endurance under a rated load; the other for a
fire and water test. This new apparatus allows this
to be accomplished in one operation. With this equip-
ment solid masonry walls 12 in. thick can be tested.
Here is a sample experiment. An 8-in, brick wall,
when subjected to a fire test and placed under a load
of 170 lbs. per sq. in. of bearing area, and then to a
cooling and eroding of a water stream under 30 lbs.
pressure, after cooling withstood a load of 400,000
lbs.
CONCRETE ROADS IN EUROPE
Recently an international road congress was held
at Milan. To the American road builder, the Euro-
pean delegates disclosed strange thoughts and prac-
tices. But the American method is slowly invading
Europe, especially in slab and joint design and in
some respects the American type of construction ma-
chines. The queerest of their practices is the serious-
ness with which they regard "patented" cements and
concretes.
The two which are most used are well proportioned
mixtures, one containing a powder known as Houven ;
the other a hydraulic cement. They claim that pat-
ented concretes make better pavements. The Ameri-
can experience is quite the contrary. Our road build-
ers believe that not the medication of concrete, .but
good fabrication, assures good pavements and high-
ways.
The European is very sensitive to the cracking in
concrete roads. He has endeavored to avoid such
(Continued on Page 14)





Rose Polytechnic is represented on the program of
the International Conference on Bituminous Coal held
at Carnegie Institute of Technology, November 15 to
18 by Onzi P. Hood, Chief Mechanical Engineer of
the U. S. Bureau of Mines. Mr. Hood will give an ad-
dress on smokeless fuel.
'00 •
Curtis A. Mees '00, and Erich A. Mees '11, who
form the firm of Mees and Mees, located in Charlotte.
N. C., have several large engineering projects now
under construction in that state. They are both
nephews of Dr. Carl L. Mees, president emeritus of
Rose Tech.
'04
Leslie A. Touzalin has been promoted to Assistant
General Superintendent of the Joliet works of the
Illinois Steel Company.
Mr. Touzalin took a position with this company
shortly after graduation. He entered as a chemist,
but was later transferred to the operating end of the
mills.
'06
Roy Thurman, manager of the Indiana General
Service Company, Muncie. Indiana, is serving as
president of the Indiana Electric Association for this
year.
'08
Charles N. Lammers returned to the Institute last
month in the interest of business. The original
"Kootsie" Lammers is the Engineer of Tests for the
Chicago and Eastern Illinois R. R. at Danville, Illi-
nois. He made use 'of the testing apparatus at the
Institute to test some railroad iron being purchased
from the Highland Iron and Steel Company of Terre
Haute.
Being an ardent football fan and player in his days,
Mr. Lammers remained to watch the Engineers work-
out for a while.
'11
George T. Christopher, who was previously the
factory manager of the Dayton Engineering Labora-
tories Company at Dayton, Ohio, has just been made
head of the new Pontiac Motor Car Company at Pon-
tiac, Michigan.
'13
Camille C. Baines, who was formerly president of
the Baines Electric Company of Terre Haute, has
moved to Gallatin, Tennessee, where he has estab-
lished a radio business.
'14
Vere S. Calvin has taken a position with the Penn-
sylvania Railroad Company at Logansport, Indiana.
He has been, for the past ten years, a farmer and
dairyman at Kewanna, Indiana.
'19
TTerschell A. Hearn has accepted a position with the
American Brown Boveri Electric Corporation at Cam-.
den, New Jersey. He was previously with the Wag-
ner Electric Company at Indianapolis, later moving
to Texas.
Rudolph F. Wiedemann chose other business than
Engineering when he graduated. He went to Los
Angeles to work for the Equitable Life Assurance
Society, where he was recently advanced to district
manager from the position of field assistant.
'22
Robert L. Henderson has taken a position with the
Hercules Powder Company at Carthage, Missouri. He
was previously with the same company at Kenvil,
New Jersey.
'23
Miles Griffith is now with the Freeman Manufactur-
ing Company of Racine, Wisconsin. He was last with
the Union Refrigerator Transit Company at Milwau-
kee, Wisconsin. His present address is 215 Y. M.
C. A., Racine.
Leonard F. Quinlan, who was formerly the
branch manager of the Kentucky Actuarial Bureau at
Pineville, has been transferred to Louisville with the
same Company.
'25
Milton E. Feldstein is now Processing Engineer
with the Delco Electric Light Company at Dayton,
Ohio. When Feldstein first began with the Delco
Company, he was in the engineering laboratories.
Joe White, who was formerly with the Dayton En-
gineering Laboratories Company at Dayton, Ohio,
has taken a position with the Remy Division of the
General Motors Company at Anderson, Indiana.
'26
Clarence Ellis, who was graduated from the Elec-
trical Engineering Course in the class of 1926. has
entered Union College at Schenectady. New York,
where he is studying for his masters degree.
BUILDING RnAD WITH A GAS SHOVEL
John Peters, '30
I 
N building roads with a gas or steam shovel one
meets a new problem on every job or cut, which
the runner must work out before starting to dia.
Tn the first place, let us take the lob of diggino,-
tbru a hill which lies on one side of a swamn in which
there is to be a 9-ft fill. It is only natural that the
shovel can not start digging from that side on which
the swamp lies. The shovel must therefore start to
digging from the other side of the hill.
The starting point is then located and the shovel
is moved un to this point, making its own road un
the hill as it moves along. Sometimes a large rock
is in the path of the shovel, and this has to be dug
out. The starting point is not always at grade be-
cause the average shovel of the type used in road
building can not take over an 18-ft cut at each level
or cut. If there is to be a 30-ft. cut thru the hill, it
would then necessitate two cuts in order to dig to
grade. Another factor in deciding the starting point
is in deciding on which side of the right of way the
first cut shall be made as there are always two cuts
to be made on each level or main cuts. This is be-
cause the roads are usually 33-ft. from shoulder to
(Continued on Page 20)






ROSE NOSED OUT BY EVANSVILLE
Rose Poly lost to Evansville College Oct. 16, by a
score of 7-6. A questionable decision by Umpire
Held in the second quarter, when he ruled that Rein-
king had interfered with the receiver of a pass, was
the direct cause for Evansville's score. Rose showed
more offensive power in this game than so far this
season, and played their steady defensive game.
At the start of the game Rose opened up an of-
fense in which the dashing end runs of Art Reinking
featured. Sweeney kicked off for Rose, the Engi-
neers held for downs and R. Denbo punted. Reinking
returned the ball five yards. He then ripped off 18
yards around Evansville's left wing and a few min-
utes later repeated around Evansville's right wing for
28 yards. It was Rose Poly's ball on the 14 yard line.
Taggart tossed a perfect pass to Staggs who caught
it and ran the remaining distance for a touchdown.
Sweeney's attempted place kick failed to add the ex-
tra point.
Rose completely outplayed Evansville in the first
quarter and during the second quarter the teams bat-
tled on even terms until two long passes by Evans-
ville put the ball within scoring distance. This was
was when Rose showed their best defense and the
Evansville backs were powerless to gain until Umpire
Held made his decision which gave Evansville its one
chance to score.
In the second half the teams came back and fought
hard. Allen kicked off for Evansville. Darry re-
turned the kick five yards and Sweeney circled Feigel
for twelve yards. Sweeney then added 13 yards by
another end run. However Rose was forced to kick.
The ball was in Evansville's territory during the.third
quarter and the Pioneers were on defense most of the
time. The remainder of the game was of th see-saw
tvne with neither team having much on an advantage.
EVANSVILLE, 7. ROSE POLY, 6
T. Fiegel L.E  Dean
Rose L.G  Derry
Lang L.T  Martin
Cooksey C  Kunz
Hufnagle R.G  Sawyers
Roth R.T.  Ellis
Davis R.E  Staggs
Southern (c) Q.  Taggart
R. Denbo LW.  Reinking
T. Rea R.H  Sweeney (c)
Dick F.B.Marsh
Substitutions—Evansville: Staffer for T. Rea, Stolz for
Hufnagle, Allen for Cooksev, Hilderdick for Dick. E. Rea
for Shaffer, D. Denbo for R. Denbo. Rose Poly: Davy for
Taggart, Borries for Martin, Hauer for Dean.
Score by periods—
Evansville 0 7 0 0 —7
Rose Poly 6 0 0 0-6
Touchdowns—Evansville, Southern; Rose Poly, Staggs.
Try for point—Evansville, Southern. Officials—Referee, R.
B. Morrison, Kansas University. Umpire, John Head, Louis-
vile. Elmer Posey, Howe. Time of periods, 15 minutes.
Rose rurns to Basketball
(Continued from Page 11)
school standings, and Kenneth Alexander. All three
of these conic with fair laurels gleaned from high
school competition; whether or not they get to repre-
sent Rose this season may not matter so much, but it
means that they will be of some real aid in the years
to come as they stand out above many high school
players of this district.
Basketball interest took a big jump last season
when Rose seemed to snap out of the poor athletic
standing of previous years and the men of the school
are at last showing some real interest for the game.
All of this will be of invaluable assistance to the
mentor and it will mean that our institution will have
its athletic record given another boost skyward. It
means that the team will have an added zest in their
play and that the crowds that spur on Rose teams
will be far better in size and spirit than ever before.
Anyway, let's hope so.
The schedule this season calls for eighteen games
with only seven of the number being on home
grounds. However, that does not mean that the ma-
jority of the games are to be played without assist-
ance from the Royal Engineers, so let's get going and
back the boys when they appear before us to repre-
sent the Rose and White.
The schedule:
Dec. 8—Normal College A. G. U. (Here)
Dec. 11—Indiana Central U. (Here)
Dec. 14—E. I. State Normal at Charleston.
Dec. 17—Huntington. (Here)
Jan. 7—Huntington at Huntington.
Jan. 8—Manchester at North Manchester, Ind.
Jan. 11—Central Normal at Danville, Ind.
Jan. 14—Earlham College at Richmond.
Jan. 21—U. of Louisville. (Here)
Jan. 31—Vincennes U. at Vincennes.
Feb. 1—Oakland City College at Oakland City.
Feb. 9—Oakland City College. (Here)
Feb. 12—Normal College A. G. U. at Indianapolis.
Feb. 16—E. I. S. Normal. (Here)
Feb. 21—Vincennes U. (Here)
Feb. 25—Hanover at Hanover.
Feb. 26—U. of Louisville at Louisville.
Research and Progress
(Continued from Page 12)
crevises by an alternate slab construction and by the
use of numerous joints in the road. Now the Ameri-
can does not admit that cracks are desirable or that
pavements "striped like a zebra" (with the cracks
filled with tar) are of the best appearance, but so long
as the road is durable and furnishes a good riding
surface this cracking need not be taken too seriously.
However these foreign countries are now looking
for highways that more nearly fit their condition, one
in which financial reserve is an important factor. To
accomplish this end they are directing their construc-
tion toward thinner slabs, and the use of slag and
natural cements. This economy has introduced the
American practice, the thick-edge, thin center pave-
ment. According to reports received at this recent
(Continued on Page 17)







THE first annual Homecoming event at Rose Poly
.1 was a success for the Sigma Nus as well as for
the school. Seventeen of our alumni returned, of
which ten were non-residents of Terre Haute. After
they had enjoyed the events on the school program
in the morning and afternoon, they were entertained
with a banquet at the Elk's Club. Old memories and
experiences were renewed at the banquet, which
proved to be one of the best ever held by the local
chapter.
Those men who returned are as follows: Franklin
F. Bogardus, C. Elmer Dahlquist, Edward Hauer,
Harry J. McDargh, Jr., Lloyd Greenebaum, Claude
M. Gray, Howard R. Charman, C. Derby McDargh,
Lee Pickel, Robert L. Tilley, Ray L. Biller, Fred-
erick J. Hoberg, William Dowen, Glenn N. Maxwell,
John W. Morehead, Carson W. Sims, and Ernest Dan-
ner.
On Sunday, November 7, the chapter attended the
Central Presbyterian Church in a body. This event
was in accordance with the annual custom of the
Sigma Nu Fraternity in attending church in remem-
brance of the departed brothers. Every chapter in the
fraternity attended a church on that day.
Several of the active brothers are planning to be in
Chicago at the time of the Army and Navy game
when they will have the opportunity to see Brothers
Oliver White and George Brodie, who are in their
first year at Annapolis, and Clark Piper, who is in
his plebe year at West Point. Brother Piper has made
the football squad and will therefore be among those
in suit.
THETA KAPPA NU
THE Seventh Annual Turkey Run Dinner Dancewas held the night of November 6, at the Turkey
Run Hotel and was one of the most successful affairs
in the history of the fraternity. The members and
their girl friends drove to the park in the afternoon
and spent the hours before dark in enjoying the beau-
ties of the scenery. At 6 :30 a delicious course dinner
was served in the dining room of the hotel. Ray
Davis acted as toastmaster, calling upon members of
the faculty and the fraternity for informal after-
dinner talks. At 8 o'clock the dancing was begun in
the ball room of the hotel to the music of Ada Camp-
bell's orchestra. Harold York, as chairman of the
Social Committee, was in charge of all arrangements
for the dance. Prof. and Mrs. Orion L. Stock and
Prof. and Mrs. Carl Wischmeyer acted as chaperones
for the affair. At 11:30 the (lancing ceased and the
party started for home vowing that the day was one
which would not soon be 'forgotten.
On Sunday, November 21, the Fraternity attended
the Methodist Temple in a body.
Recent visitors at the house were Orville M. Dun-
ning, '25, of Schenectady, N. Y.; Harold Andrew, '24,
of Chicago, Ill.; Sydney Freers, '25, of Indianapolis,
Ind.; J. F. Hocker, '24, of Gary, Ind.; E. Wayne Wat-
kins and Max Sherwood, '26, of Cincinnati, Ohio.
Ray Davis and William Hillis, as delegates from
Indiana Gamma, are making plans for their trip to
Birmingham, Ala. to attend the Grand Chapter, which
will be held during the Christmas holidays.
Plans are now under way for the annual Christmas
Dance for which the tentative date has been set for the
night of December 25.
ALPHA TAU OMEGA
Since the last Technic went to press many items of
unusual interest have occurred in Gamma chapter of
Alpha Aau Omega. Of primary importance is the
fact that we are no wlocated in our new house on Gil-
bert Avenue. All the chapter has lent his every ef-
fort to make it a house of which we can be justly
proud. The first reception was a fitting one—an in-
vitation to the mothers and friends of tne chapter to
visit and give their approval of or suggestions for the
new residence.
Next in sequence we are glad to announce the
pledging of Granville Brosman, of the class of '29, to
our fraternity.
During the past month the annual state conclave
was held at Purdue University. Chief among those
attending from this chapter were Bros. Booth,
Drompp, Sawyers and Kasemeyer, all of whom, in
connection with the more business like purpose, en-
joyed a well planned social week end.
Many of our alumni and other chapter members
have been visitors among us during the past month.
Bros. McIntosh and Swearingen, both located at
Louisville, Ky., have paid their respects to Terre
Haute recently. Bro. Sawyers of De Pauw and Bro.
Culp are now residents of this city and are frequently
seen around the house. Bro. Shepard also "blue" in
and exchanged a glad hand with all of his ex-coharts.
We are now looking forward to the holiday season
which is but a few weeks off. And of course a better
season is being planned than ever before.
THETA XI
On October 23, the fraternity gave the first party
of the year—at the chapter house. The party was in
the nature of a hard-time affair. (Some of the
brothers' ideas of hard times were amusing to the ex-
treme.) The lower floor of the house was cleared of
rugs and furniture and dancing was enjoyed by every
one throughout the evening. Music was furnished
by Ada Campbell's orchestra. The decorations were
in keeping with Hallowe'en, such as corn stalks,
pumpin faces and orange and black colors in the
house. One of the rooms upstairs was turned into a
bar room with most of the necessary fixtures and a
couple of real looking bar tenders. Sandwiches and
soft drinks were served at the bar throughout the
evening.
The party broke up in the small hours of the mprn-
ing, at which time everyone tired but with spirit un-
broken declared the affair to be a tremendous suc-
cess.
(Continued on Page 18)
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A Day with a Ford Assembler
Joseph John Sperotto, '30
TFIE Ford employee, although he has to work hard,has more time for sleep than most other laborers.
He is due at the factory at twenty-five minutes after
seven, but he has one Oisadvantage that other workers
have not. If he is not at the factory at 7 :25 on the
dot he is sent back home. He loses a day's work,
while other laborers lose only the time which they
are tardy. Although work does not begin until 7 :30,
he has to el) in the factory five minutes before start-
ing time. The five minutes are spent in getting tools
to work with, which he has to check in every night,
and in getting to his place of work ready to stall
when the bell rings.
The work he performs is the same all day long.
He has a certain section along the conveyor in which
to do his work. The cars on the conveyor are about
15 feet apart, and the conveyor moves at the rate
of 10 feet per minute. At this rate he has about
a minute and a half to do his work on each car. The
advantages of doing the same work all day are that
he soon learns to do his work very quickly, he learns
to use all of his movements, and he learns to do away
with all that doesn't serve him in doing his work.
This brings efficiency. The disadvantage is that the
work soon gets monotonous and the hours for the
worker are long. This also brings on an extra strain,
a sapping of the vitality of the worker which is un-
necessary.
All of the material which he uses is brought to him.
Plenty of material is usually ready for the assembler,
because he can't leave his place to get his material
If the assembler hasn't the material to do his work
with, the conveyor must be stopped. This seldom
ever happens.
The lunch period begins at 11:45 and is over at
12 :05. The time for lunch is very short, and the
workers have to eat quickly. The reasons for SO
short a lunch period are not many. It prevents the
workers from hiding away in some corner to smoke,
which is prohibited in the Ford factory. tI also pre-
vents the workers from walking around in the plant
and visiting. This all points in favor of a short lunch
period, but it has one great disadvantage. The work-
e rin eating his lunch does not chew his food well,
and therefore uses some kind of a liquid to help push
his food down. This makes it hard for his stomach
to digest his food, and therefore he is in an uncom-
fortable state for the rest of the day. Noted authori-
ties say that a man should rest a half an hour after
eating, but at the Ford plant the man starts to work
almost before his food is down in his stomach.
If the worker receives an injury—regardless of the
size—which shows blood, he is required to go to the
doctor to have the wound attended. This is a safety-
first precaution to prevent blood poisoning.
The worker ceases work at 3 :50. He has then
earned a full day's pay. The wages of a worker when
he first starts is 622 cents an hour. He may get a
raise in salary when the company gives a general
raise, if his foreman turns in his name as a good and
reliable worker. Sometime soon the company will
pay all of its employees six days' wages for five days'
work. The one restriction is that the worker must not
miss one day of the five days which the plant works
a week.
Engineers Fall in Late Rally
A LONG PASS heaved late in the game paved theway for a touchdown and defeat for the Engi-
neers on their Homecoming Day against the visiting
Earlham eleven, although the Clark men had held a
distinct advantage over the visitors almost through-
out the entire game. It was a bitter ending to a game
for the Engineers for their superiority over the Earl-
ham men had been exhibited in almost every depart-
ment of play.
Playing before a large crowd which included many
of the Rose alumni who had returned for the big
game, the Clark men began with an offensive type of
football that gave them an early lead. In the first few
minutes of play with the ball in midfield, Taggart shot
a pass to Reinking for 15 yards and the speedy back,
playing his last game before local admirers, ran th •
remaining 35 yards for the opening touchdown. The
try for point was blocked, but Rose was in the lead
with a 6-0 count.
The Earlham men came here with the intention of
making short work of Rose through their aerial at-
tack, but Coach Clark had drilled his men all week
long for that phase of the game and the Earlham of-
fense, via the aerial route, was practically nil. How-
ever, the conquerors were able to score in this period.
Late in the quarter a pass from Kunz to Taggart
slipped through the latter's hands and rolled out of
the end zone and gave the Earlham men their first
points. The second quarter was about even with the
two teams fighting hard for an edge, but neither out-
fit was equal to the task of crossing the goal line.
Miser Is Injured
The third quarter was uneventful, too, as far as
scoring was concerned, and it seemed that the Quak-
ers would be sent back with the short end of the score
as one of their best backs, Miser, was injured and re-
moved from the game. But late in the period came
the break when a 40-yard pass from Farris to Smith
put the ball deep into Rose's territory and put the
Quakers within a scoring position. The line held
the charges of the visitors twice, but Smith plunged
through on the third play for the deciding score. The
place-kick was blocked, but Rose was trailing, never-
theless.
The Rose lads fought desperately for the remainder
of the game in an effort to win before their rooters,
but the Quakers held them back until the gun put an
end to the quarrel.
Reinking and Dean were best for the Rose crew,
while Farris and Miser looked good for the winners.
The passes from Farris to Druley stood out for the
Quakers' attack, also. Lineup and summary:
Earlham (8) Rose Poly (6)
Ahl L.F  Hauer
Samkin L.T.  Derry
Ragen L.G  Brown
Fatherly C  Kunz
Hadley R.G.  Sawyer
Catlin R.T  Ellis
Druley R F  Staggs
Miser Q.B  Taggart
Farris L.H  Reinking
Jones R H  Dean
Mauck F.B  Harvey
Score by periods:
Earlham 2 0 0 6-8
Rose Poly 6 0 0 0-6
(Continued on page 18)
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Research and Progress
(Continued from page 14)
congress Scandanavia seems to have almost precise-
ly duplicated the American standards.
SOLID FUEL ENGINES
The latest internal-combustion engine, tested at the
U. S. Bureau of Standards, ran on grain dust. Grain
dust explosions are quite well known in elevators and
certain manufacturing plants. Apparently anything
that will explode can be used in an internal-combus-
tion machine—so why not grain dust?
The first engine of such a type used pure black
powder. It, as many other first trial machines, was
not successful, but the opinion is that today such an
engine could be run with the same fuel, and with com-
parative ease. Gasoline, however, is too cheap and
easy on an engine to warrant such a type.
Also acetylene has been tried in the internal-com-
bustion apparatus. Here again, economy is the pro-
hibitive factor. In some nations alcohol is used quite
frequently. For that matter the ordinary automobile
engine, when equipped with a special head, can burn
alcohol quite efficiently.
Tests have shown that powdered coal will explode
in an engine cylinder; the first test did the exploding
so well that it nearly killed the inventor. But the
liquid fuel has always given the better results.
In Germany a serious effort is being made to revive
powdered coal as a fuel, and, if reports are true, some
degree of success has been realized. This does not
refer to a "doctored" liquid fuel as is the practice of
race car drivers. It deals with the solid fuel in the
truest sense. However, American automotive engi-
neers are doubtful as to a brilliant future for the solid-
fuel engine.
Charles Sumner Brown, who came to Pose Poly-
technic Institute as Superintendent of Shops in 1888,
and who remained with the Institute as Professor of
Steam Engineering and Machine Design until 1896,
died at Woodmont, Connecticut, on August 30th,
1926.
After leaving Rose Polytechnic Institute, Professor
Brown become Professor of Mechanical Engineering
at Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tennessee, re-
maining in this position until the time of his death.
Professor Brown invented the steam trap put out
by the Johns-Manville Company and also a radiator
modulating valve. He was actively interested in
civic affairs bearing upon engineering works. He
served as fuel administrator for Tennessee during the
War. Professor Brown was also greatly interested
in athletics and served on the Faculty Athletic Com-
mittee at Vanderbilt University for a great many





Sheet Metal Work that Resists Rust!
The destructive enemy of sheet metal
is rust. It is successfully combated by
the use of protective coatings, or
by scientific alloying to resist
corrosion. Well made steel
alloyed with Copper will





AND ROOFING TIN PLATES
Keystone Copper Steel gives superior sel vice for roofing, sid-
ing, gutters, spouting, culverts, flumes, tanks, and all uses to
which sheet metal is adapted—above or below the ground.
Our booklet Facts tells you why. We manufacture a com-
plete line of American Bessemer, American Open Hearth,
and Keystone Copper Steel Sheets and Tin Plates.
Black Sheets for all purposes
Keystone Copper Steel Sheets
Apollo Best Bloom Galvanized Sheets
Apollo-Keystone Galvanized Sheets
Culvert, Flume, and Tank Stock
Formed Roofing and Siding Products
Electrical Sheets—all grades
Deep Drawing and Stamping Stock
Tin and Terne Plates, Black Plate, Etc.
Our Sheet and Tin Mill Products represent the highest standards of quality, and are particularly
suited to the requirements of the mining, engineering, and general construction fields. Sold by
leading metal merchants. When resistance to rust is an important factor. use Keystone quality.
Amen. 
.
can Sleet ,r---id. Tin Plate Company
General Offices: Frick Building, Pittsburgh, Pa,
.
  DISTRICT SALES OFFICES 
DenverChicago Cincinnati Detroit New Orleans M.A York
Philadelphia Pittsburgh Si. Louis
Pacific Coast Representatives: UNITED STATES STEEL PRODUCTS COMPANY, San Francisco
Los Angeles Portland Seattle
Export Representatives: UNITED STATES STEEL PRODUCTS COMPANY, New York City
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"Mother, what is that tramp doing with that piece
of wrapping paper?"
"Hush, child, that is a college graduate with his
diploma."
Northerner: "Pretty mild winters you have down
here."
Southerner: "Mild!" Do you call two feet of snow
mild ?"
Northerner: "Two feet! Say, man; the snow was
so deep in our country last winter that the farmers
had to jack up their cows to milk them."
"What did your father die of?"
"Throat trouble."
"Oh, yes, I remember now. They hung him."
THERE'S A REASON
First Co-ed: "Whew! my laundry bill last week
was $14.97."
Second Co-ed: "Gracious, that's five times as
much as mine."
First Co-ed: "Yes, but you don't go with an engi-
neer."
TIME CHANGE
Year 1624: Indians sell Manhattan Island for a
case of whiskey.
Year 1924: Citizens offer to swap back.
AU NATURAL
"Sire, Lady Godiva rides without."
Sire (after glancing without) : "Very tactfully put,
my man."
She: "All the world loves a lover."
He: "That may be so, but here comes father, and I
want my hat."
"Will you always love me this way?"
"Well, you see, I'm only a Freshman now."
BUT THEN—I FORGOT
Small boy looking at elephant: "Mother ain't that
a hell of a big animal?"
Mother: "Son, how many times have I told you not
to say ain't?"
In one Iowa boarding house the proprietor is so
stingy that she heats the knives so we can't use so
much butter.
Go—"Do you want a blind date for Saturday?"
Getter—"No thanks, the last time I had a blind
date, I wished I were blind."
Lady—"Get out of here before I give you a piece
of my mind."
Tramp—"Don't do that, lady. Save the pieces and
maybe you can have the darned thing fixed."
JUST SO
Mr. Bradley is certainly well read. He repeated an
exquisite quotation last night."
"What was it?"
"I can't give you the exact words, but he said that
he'd rather be a something in a something than a
something or other in a something else."
THE NEW WESTINGHOUSE AUTOMATIC
ARC WELDER
(Continued from page 4)
car, oil tank building, metal sash manufacturing, and
structural steel fabrication, this device has many ap-
plications.
It has many advantages, including better fusion
due to the use of a higher current, ease of operation,
permitting an inexperienced operator to handle it;
uniformity of deposit making better quality work,
and the reduction in costs due to the ability to use
wire in continuous lengths and eliminating the neces-
sity of straightening and cutting. Other features of
this equipment are dirt proof housing and ease of ac-
cessibility to parts.
ENGINEERS FALL IN LATE RALLY
(Continued from page 16)
Scoring (Earlham)—Touchdown, Jones. Safety, Taggart.
(Rose Poly)—Touchdown, Reinking.
Substitutions—Earlham: Ayers for 1gen, Smith for Ahl,
King for Miser, Ragen for Ayers, Thomas for Ragen. Rose
Poly: Marsh for Dean, Martin for Derry, Borries for Ellis,
Derry for Martin, Martin for Borries, Dean for Marsh, Ellis
for Hauer, McKillop for Dean, Davy for Taggart.
Officials—Referee, Neal, Washington and Jefferson; um-
pire, Goldsberry, Wabash; head linesman, Helvie.
Time of periods—FFifteen minutes.
FRATERNITIES
(Continued from Page 15)
The Mothers' Club of Theta Xi is indeed an or-
ganization of which to be proud. The mothers the
extremely active and take deep interest in the welfare
of the chapter. The club has presented the fraternity
wtih quite a numbe rof gifts which add much to the
comfort of the boys and the appearance of the house.
Mrs. L. F. Nehf, the club's capable leader, has out-
lined an interesting program for the year.
The old custom of holding open house on Sunday
afternoons for the purpose of entertaining the fair
friends of the brothers, has been revived and is prov-
ing to be a success from every angle.
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but why choose your
life-work that way?
YOU'D laugh at a man who couldn'tmake up his mind which colors to back.
But isn't that about the way a good many
men start out on their careers?
All through college the most important
study a man can select is himself — to find
out by self-analysis and experience what is
his particular aptitude and what work he
should get into after college.
It's a good rule to talk this over with the
faculty and with men out in industry to get
all the guidance you can in "finding your-
self" — because your whole happiness and
effectiveness in your career is at stake.
Western Electric Company
Makers of the Nation's Telephones
Number 63 of a Series
1
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Ask at the Y. M. C. A.
A. B. MEWH1NNEY CO., Inc.
TER.RE HAUTE, IND.
Building Road With a Gas Shovel
(Continued from Page 13)
shoulder, and then the ditches and slopes come on
either side of the road, a condition which 'would make
a larger radius than the boom could make in one cut
In deciding which side to take, the question is of
which side is the best temporary road for the wagons
or trucks to haul over for the first cut. This factor
is one of the main things in deciding the side to take.
Another factor is the direction in which the teams
are hauling. It is always a poor policy to load over
a team, as serious injury may be the result of this
way of loading.
We now come to the first cut with the side decided
upon and the number of cuts to be made. One of
the main factors of digging is the kind of soil you arc
digging in. If the soil is of a good clay or gravel
you can dig in a large radius, but if the soil is very'
hard and rocky you can not dig in as large a radius
because you have to keep close to your point of dig-
ging. The reason for this is that you can not get
under a rock to dig it up if the rock is near grade
and you are far away. When the bucket or clipper
as it is called is back close to the shovel, the teeth
are pointing down and will dig in or under, while if
the dipper is far out, the teeth are pointing up and
therefore can not get under rocks which have to be
dug up. When the cut is deep. the dipper stick is
usually pushed out almost to its full capacity in order
to dig the top of the bank but never to dig to grade
in rocky soil. If the soil is of a good quality or of
gravel you can then dig in a large radius and farther
ahead because you can "clean up" to grade as you
go along.
We now come to the operation of the machine in
the course of filling the dipper and loading the truck
or wagon. The first thing to be done is to locate a spot
where a clipper full of dirt can be taken up at the first
hoist as this is what gives you a large yardage in a
day's digging. You then proceed to swing the shovel
around to this point, pulling in the dipper stick and
dropping the dipper all in the same movement. This
is accomplished by means of levers and foot brake
which in turn act upon friction drums, and these when
set in action, act upon different parts :of the machine.
After the dipper has been dropped at the right spot,
you then crowd it into the earth hoisting at the same
time. The shovel is then swung around so that the
clipper is over the wagon or truck. This swinging
is done while the clipper is still hoisting. The dis-
.tance from the shovel is a matter of judgement, and
the dipper is pushed out or pulled in while the hoist-
ing and swinging motion is going on. When the
proper height and distance have been gauged and the
dipper is over the wagon, the swinging motion is
stopped. the bucket is dumped, and the dipper is then
swung back to another spot and the same action takes
place again. This is repeated until the wagon is filled.
When there is a large stone in the clipper and you are
loading wagons, the dipper has to be let down into the
wagon so that when the rock is dumped it will not
have such a long distance to fall and will not break
the boards in the bottom of the wagon.
After the wagons have been loaded and all the
available dirt within the radius of the shovel has been
used up, a cleaning up process takes place. In clean-






THE largest producer of electric
furnace steel is a bearing maker
—Timken. Timken produces elec-
tric steel for 132,000 Timken
'Tapered Roller Bearings daily. P 
A total of 160,000,000 Timken
Tapered Roller Bearings have
been applied throughout Transpor-
tation, Agriculture, Alining and
Industry in general.
Timkens are universally favored
because they are more than anti-
friction bearings. In addition to
being practically frictionless, they
also invariably increase endurance,
precision, rate of output, load ca-




the special features of Timken
design which make these bearings
a chief element of industrial eco-
nomics today. Engineering, in
every classification, is bound to be
more and more concerned with
Timken Tapered Roller Bearings.
THE TIMKEN ROLLER BEARING CO.
CANTON, OHIO
The Timken Engineering Journal consists of 110 pages
of engineering material, including bearing tables,
recommendations for bearing applications and
other authentic, informati,ve material. Copies are
emailable for faculty members requesting them.
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Where dependability
is vital
IN connection with a new
pumping station at Mil-
waukee,Wisconsin, additional
feeder mains were required. It
was necessary that one of these
should carry an unusually large
proportion of the water supply,
and 54-inch pipe was decided
upon. Although pipe of mate-
rial other than cast iron had a
lower first cost, Cast Iron Pipe
was chosen because the possi-
bility of interruption to service
had to be reduced to a minimum.
The photograph above
shows a section of pipe being
lowered into the ditch in the
process of laying it.
THE CAST IRON PIPE PUBLICITY BUREAU
Peoples Gas Bldg., Chicago
CAM: IRON PIPE
Our new boo let, "Plan-
ning a Waterworks
System," which covers
the problem of water for
the small town, will be
sent on request





Building Road With a Gas Shovel
(Continued from Page 20)
ing up you simply level off by means of swinging
the shovel and dragging the clipper over the ground.
After this is done the shovel is moved up closer to the
bank and the digging starts in again.
When the first cut has been made on one side, the
shovel is then backed up to the starting point and the
second cut is made in the same way as the other. In
this manner the first main cut has been made and you
are ready to make the second main cut, digging to
grade.
If the ground is suitable, the ditches are often dug
by the shovel after the road has been dug to grade.
The sloping and the ditches are done at the same time
and after this operation is finished on each side of
the road the final touches such as shouldering and
grading are then done by hand and grading machines.
By the use of shovels large hills are cut down at
a small expense compared to what the same job
would cost if it had to be done by wheelers or scrapers.
In this way the use of gas shovels have played a
large part in the building of highways throughout
the United States and the world at large.
Charles N. Lammers of the class of 1908 visited the
school on Wednesday, October 20, for the purpose of
making some tests on iron to be purchased for the
C. & E. I. Railroad Company at Danville, where he
is inspector.
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Rose men will he pleased with
our showing of
Fall and Winter Suits and Overcoats
Sweaters, Hats, Caps, Gloves
Mufflers Neckwear
If you care to see style ideas for young men,
we will be pleased to show you.
HALEY & QUINLAN
Clothiers, Furnishers, Hatters
728 Wabash Ave. Opposite Libertu Theatre
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Fall and Winter Hats and Caps
Are now on Displou
Meet Me Bareheaded
BILL CODY
715 Wabash Ave. Terre Haute
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tools can win the
good mechanic's confidence
IT takes a long time to win the good me-chanic's confidence in tools. It takes a long
record of dependability and hard, steady service to
maintain their confidence after it is won. Brown
& SharpeTools have held the confidence of good
mechanics all over the world for more than three
generations.
Many men have praised the fine finish and the
balance or "feel" of Brown & Sharpe Tools. All
will swear by their constant unerring accuracy.
As a group, mechanical men find the complete
line dependable,—handy tools for better and
faster work.
Whatever branch of engineering work you
choose, a knowledge of Brown & Sharpe Tools











BROWN 8,c SHARPE MFG. CO.
PROVIDENCE, R. I., U. S. A.
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BARCLAY-VES EY BUILDING
NEW YORK TELEPHONE CO.
AlcKenzie, Voorhees & Gmelin, Architects
Outside Windows Mississippi
Polished Wire Glass
MISSISSIPPI WIRE GLASS CO.
220 Fifth Avenue
Chicago New York Sr. Louis
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Manufacturing of Copper in Large
Leaching Plant
John IV. Chinn, '30
THE Inspiration Consolidated Copper Company's
leaching plant at Inspiration, Arizona, has a
daily capacity of 7,500 tons of low grade copper ore
or a daily output of 75 tons of electrolytic copper.
The ore handled by the leaching plant is stored in
storage bins, which have a total capacity of 10,000
tons. It is delivered to the bins from the main shaft
on belt conveyors.
From the storage bins the ore is taken as needed to
a screening plant where it is screened on electric vi-
brating screens. The mesh of these screens is 3/8 x 3/8
inches. All the ore which does not pass through the
screens is conveyed to a crushing plant where it is
crushed and returned to the screens. That which
passes through the screens is conveyed from the
screening plant to the sampling plant and onto the
leaching tanks.
There are thirteen concrete lead-and-wood-lined
leaching tanks. Each tank is about 200 feet long, 75
feet wide, and 16 feet deep. They are all built together;
so the space they cover is about 1000 feet long.
The tanks are filled with the ore from a spreader
bridge which has a span of 207 feet. The bridge can
be spotted over any tank, and when spreading ore, it
moves at the very slow speed of nine inches per min-
ute.
The tailings are removed from the tanks by a large
excavator. The excavator bridge has a span of 217
feet and, like the spreader bridge, can be spotted any
place over the thirteen tanks. The carriage for the
clam shell bucket, which removes the tailings from
the tanks, will move across the bridge at a speed of
940 feet per minute. The clam shell bucket which
is operated from the carriage has a capacity of fifteen
tons. The tailings are dumped at the side of the tanks
into thirty-yard, side, air-dump cars in which they
are removed to the tailing dump.
Each leaching tank has a capacity of 7,500
tons of ore or the daily capacity of the plant. After
a tank has been filled with ore, a very weak solution
of sulphuric acid is circulated over the ore for several
days.
After all the copper in the ore has passed into "a
solution, the solution is stored in concrete lead-lined
storage tanks. As soon as the copper solution has
been removed from a leaching tank, wash water is
passed over the tailing three times to remove all the
acid and copper solution from them. This leaves the
tailings which are removed by the excavator. It re-
quires about nine days to leach and wash a tank of ore.
The copper solution is pumped from the storage
tanks to the electrolytic plant. It is circulated be-
tween the small commercial tanks in the electrolytic
plant and the heating plant. The solution is heated
so electrolysis will take place faster in the tanks.
In each tank is hung lead plates about four inches
apart. These plates are the anode plates which carry
the direct current, used in electrolysis, into the solu-
tion. The direct current is generated in the electrolytic
plant sub-station by three motor-generator sets.
In one end of the electrolytic plant, copper starting
sheets are made. In the starting ranks are hung
400-1b. copper plates which are cast from blister cop-
per at the International Smelter at Inspiration. Be-
tween these plates are hung thin plates of copper. The
large plates are for the anode plates and ithe thin
plates are for the cathode plates. After a very thin
sheet of copper has been formed on the cathode plates,
they are removed from the starting tanks and the
thin sheets of copper are removed from each side of
the plates. These thin sheets are hung from bus bars
between the lead anode plates in the commercial tanks.
Direct current passes from the lead anode plates
through the copper solution to the thin copper cathode
plates and the copper is deposited on the cathode
plates. When the cathode plates weigh about 400 lbs.
they are removed from the tanks, washed, weighed,




and Cut to Order
COLLEGE MEN, WHO OBSERVE THE
STYLE RULES LAID DOWN BY EN-
GLISH UNIVERSITY MEN, WILL EX-
PERIENCE A DEFINITE DEGREE OF
SURPRISE AND PLEASURE IN A RE-




Lee Goodman & Son
410 WABASH AVE.
"Exclusive Charter House Representative —
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PREVENTION— that, in a word,is the function of U-RE-L1TE—
the modern, dependable I-T-E Cir-
cuit Breaker IN THE STEEL
BOX. No fuses, safety switches, or
overload relays are needed where
U RE- LITE protects. Personal
supervision, repairs, delays, and
upkeep costs are negligible with
U-RE-LITE — the protection that
is absolute.
Wherever motors are used there
is real need for U-RE-LITE. Power
plants, industrial plants, railway
shops, office buildings , hotels, clubs
. all use U-RE-L1TE.
Remember —U-RE-LI rE for pre-
vention, protection, and personal
safety.
THE CUTTER COMPANY
Established 1888 • Philadelphia
When writing to advertisers Please
mention Rose Technic.
CUTTER









in oil and gas fields and
plants and all classesof
manufacturing plants.
What Crane owes its engineers
Crane Co. is proud of the con-
tribution of its engineers to their
profession. Their tests, experi-
ments and inventions have car-
ried valves from a primitive state
to ahighdegree of perfection,
serving virtually every branch
of engineering and industry.
Their investigations into the re-
actions of metals under varied,
exacting conditions have en-
abled Crane to be sure of valves
and fittings uniform in tensile
strength, insuring that Crane
equipment will stand up under
the tasks and conditions for
which they are recommended.
In the practice of your profes-
sion, we hope that you too will
find cause to be grateful to
Crane engineers for making
possible such dependability.
CRANE
Address all inquiries to Crane Co., Chicago
GENERAL OFFICES: CRANE BUILDING, 836 S. MICHIGAN AVENUE, CHICAGO
Branches and Sales Offices ix One Hundred and Fifty-five Cities
National Exhibit Rooms: Chicago, New lore, Atlantic City, San Francisco and Montreal
Wares: Chicago,Bridgeport,Birmsngham,Chattanooga,rrenton, Montreal and St.Johns,
CRANE EXPORT CORPORATION: NEW YORK, SAN FRANCISCO, MEXICO CITY, HAVANA
CRANE LIMITED: CRANE BUILDING, 386 BEAVER HALL SQUARE, MONTREAL
CRANE-BENNETT, LTD., LONDON
C7 CRANE: PARIS, BRUSSELS
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All matters relating to








NEW FALL AND WINTER CLOTHES
(It new prices
$19.50 - $24.50 - $29.50
Kuppenlicimer Clothes
$35.00 and up
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A SUGGESTION FOR YOUR
THESIS OR FOR OTHER
INDEPENDENT RESEARCH
Perhaps no branch of mining appeals to
the imagination as much as blasting. The
mere mention of dynamite will usually
cause a thrill of interest. Courses that treat
of this subject are always fascinating to the student.
But because of the many subjects that must be covered
in an engineering course, it is seldom possible to in-
clude a comprehensive course in Explosives Engi-
neering. Until a short time ago the importance of this
branch of engineering was not recognized. Blasting
was carried on by blasters without the direction of
engineers.
Now, however, the mining companies and construc-
tion companies are looking for men who know how
to move material with explosives efficiently. It is
not enough to move the material.The Explosives En-
gineer must know how to move it at the lowest cost.
Through a monthly publication,The Explosives En-
gineer, and through numerous booklets on blasting
and explosives, the Hercules Powder Company pro-
vides material for interesting reading that will be a
valuable supplement to your regular studies. A study
of Explosives Engineering will suggest many sub-
jects for theses, or for other independent research;
and you will be well repaid for the time spent on
this branch of engineering when you enter upon the







selves for future promo-
tions now by reading
The Explosives Engi-
neer,regularly. And they
are finding that this fore-
sight does not involve
arduous effort. Anyone
wishing to learn more
about mining, quarrying
and construction will
derive pleasure as well
as profit from the care-
fully edited, authorita-




Each issue contains a
bibliography of every-
thing published in the
technical press of the




this wealth of useful in-
formation from men
who are now occupying
the jobs to which you
will some day aspire.
Mail this coupon for a free
sample copy.
THE EXPLOSIVES ENGINEER,
941 Dela ware Trust Building,
Wilmington, Delaware
Please send me a free sam-










30-32 North 6th St.





The Full Society Brand and
Styleplus Suits and Over Coats
are ready for you.





Our clothes are made to please
and gou have hundreds of patterns
to select from, all new fashionable
colors and latest designs.
ED SPARKS
715 Wabash









automobile and airplane wires,
electrical wires, submarine cables,
bridge-building cables, wire rope,
telegraph and telephone wire, ra-
dio wire, round wire, flat wire,
star-shaped and all different kinds of shapes of wire, sheet wire, piano
wire, pipe organ wire, wire hoops, barbed wire, woven wire fences,
wire gates, wire fence posts, trolley wire and rail bonds, poultry net-
ting, wire springs, concrete reinforcing wire mesh, nails, staples, tacks,
spikes, bale ties, steel wire strips, wire-rope aerial tramways. Illus-
trated story of how steel and wire is made, also illustrated books
describing uses of all the above wires sent free.
AMERICAN STEEL 8 WIRE
Sales Offices COMPANY
Chicago New York Boston Cleveland Worcester Philadelphia Pittsburgh Buffalo Detroit Cincinnati Baltimore
Wilkes-Barre St. Louis Kansas City St. Paul Oklahoma City Birmingham Memphis Dallas Atlanta Denver Salt Lake City
Export Representative: U. S. Steel Products Co., New York
Pacific Coast Representative: U.S. Steel Products Company, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Portland, Seattle
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The Imeumatic Paving Breaker




Some years ago, when little boys used to yell
-Get a horse- at the hesitant and asthmatic
vehicle which was the ancestor of the modern
automobile, the term ditch-digger identified
the man who had to perform the hardest labor
imaginable. Squads of these workmen would
be in the street with their crowbars and
hammers, and there was always the sound of
metal ringing on metal as the ponderous ham-
mers descended. The passers-by would wonder
that no hand was crushed in the process.
That was before the development of the
Paving Breaker. Work that fifteen men took
a day to perform is now accomplished by one
man. Compressed Air has supplanted the
uncertain human muscle, and the ditch-digger
is no longer the man but the machine.
In this instance, as in a hundred others,
Ingersoll-Rand Company has enlisted the aid of
Compressed Air in the elimination of wasted
time and effort.
INGERSOLL-RAND COMPANY
11 Broadway • • New York City
Offices in principal cities the world over
Ingersoll-Rand
30 THE ROSE TECHNIC
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Concrete Handling Equipment
Steel Derricks - Industrial Cars
Excavators
Inquiries Solicited Covering





W. H. INSLEY, ROSE, '00
President
A. C. RASMUSSEN, '09
Chief Engineer
FRED B. RAY, '20
Asst. Chief Engineer
ROBERT T. REINHARDT, '11
GORDON K. WOODLING, '20
RUDOLPH A. JAENISCH-Ex., '16
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Auto Laundry Alemite Service
Wrecker Service General Repairing








SANITARY THRU AND THRU
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ROSE POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE
44-4-4-+++++++++
"A COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING"
COURSES IN ARCHITECTURAL, CIVIL,
CHEMICAL, ELECTRICAL, AND
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
HIGH STANDARDS OF SCHOLARSHIP








N'' EVER heard of station CRH",
you'll say. Quite naturally, for
CRH is not a station. CRH is Clinton R.
Hanna, age 27, out of Purdue less than five
years, a Research Engineer with Westing-
house at East Pittcburgh.
Any time you're listening to your radio,
however, you may be getting better re-
ception, a clearer program, because of
CRH and the improvements in reprodu( -
ing apparatus to which he contributed.
That story goes back to undergraduate
days at Lafayette. Hanna, as a student,
developed an intense interest in radio; and,
making capital out of his hobby, his thesis
was entitled, "Interrupter Type of Radio
Transmitter."
To carry on his experiments, it was
logical that Hanna should find his way into
the Westinghouse Graduate Students'
Course immediately after graduation. There
he received varied practical shop training.
Then, in less than a year, he was busily at
work on his favored radio subject at the
Westinghouse Research Laboratories.














the development of an improved micro-
phone. He has introduced the electro-
dynamic principle, in place of the
condenser-transmitter type of microphone
in earlier use. Hanna's development
assures good quality of speech and music
with greater continuity of operation than
other types, because of its ruggedness and
sensitivity.
For this inventive spirit and its result in
microphones, Hanna's alma mater in 1926
honored him with a degree of Electrical
Engineer to go with his Bachelor of Science
degree of four years earlier.
And these are studies which still go on.
There is no end to progress. It is because
Westinghouse offers both facilities and ap-
preciation for practical study that Research





which send out current to
light the homes and carry
the burdens of millions, you
will find the G-E monogram.
Upon industrial motors, on
electric railway trains --
wherever quality and un-
failing performance are first
essentials—the G-E mono-
gram will be found.
A series of G-E advertise-
ments showing what elec-
tricity is doing in many
fields will be sent on request.
Ask for booklet GEK-1.
No.
At Forty
"At Forty" the housewife in some sections
of Europe wears a black bonnet to signify
the end of her youth. A quaint custom—you
say—but it usually signifies a fact. Heavy
tasks, indoors and out, have made her old—
at forty.
Of all the uses of electricity in America, the
most important are those which release the
woman from physical drudgery. Electricity
carries water, washes clothes, cleans carpets,
cooks the family's food—better and quicker
than could be done by hand.
A trip to town or an hour's rest in the after-
noon pays a woman dividends in good health
"at forty years." And what is youth but that?
Men and women who have had the benefit
of college training and college life have
learned to place the proper value upon rest
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The above are reproductions of the Japanese, Russian,
French, Spanish, Italian, German, Portuguese, English,
American and universal equivalents for elevators.
On sea or on land, at home or abroad,
the single word OTIS is sufficient.
OTIS ELEVATOR COMPANY
Offices in all Principal Cities of the World
